Submitting Your Videos
As part of the lead up to the event for the Unite’s Got Talent and the Taskmaster
activities, you will need to submit your video entries before the Unite Weekend to
unite@boys-brigade.org.uk
Taskmaster
For Taskmaster you will have received 8 tasks that have been set for the weekend.
You & your Company will need to film themselves completing these tasks and
submit them in advance of the Unite Weekend to be in with a chance of being
crowned winner. For more information, please see the ‘Taskmaster Task List’
document or check out our website – www.unitebb.org.uk
UniteÊs Got Talent
Unite's Got Talent is back and we’re on the quest to see who can be crowned our
Winner. Get involved and show off your best singing, dancing, acting, lip syncing
or any other skill you want to show … the possibilities are endless! Film yourselves
showcasing your best talents either on your own, with your Company or your
family and friends. Submit your videos to impress the judges, and everyone else
watching at home, to see if you can be voted the Winner of Unite's Got Talent.
Community Challenge
We want to know what you’ve been doing since Unite 2020! And in particular,
what you have been doing to support and look after others through the
lockdowns. All over the country we have seen people doing shopping for those
who have been self-isolating or having a cup of tea in the garden with people who
live alone. We know BB, GB, youth groups and churches are a big part of the
community and that you all have great ideas that make a difference. Let’s hear all
about it and celebrate the kindness in our communities.

Deadline and Permissions

Entries must be submitted in advance of the Unite Weekend (deadline is 21st May
2021). They will be shown during the event and live streamed via our YouTube
Channel - @UniteCamp and Facebook Page.
*Entries must be submitted by a Registered Company Leader or a Parent/Carer,
and by submitting an entry you are confirming that you have full media

permissions and consent for all young people featuring in the video(s). Any
entries submitted directly by Young People will not be shown. *

Guidance on Filming Your Videos
To ensure a good quality output of all the videos submitted to be shown during the
Unite Weekend below are our ideal video specifications:
1. Record in Landscape Orientation
Ideally set this to 16:9 ratio and 1080p resolution (720p should be a minimum).
2. Ensure good and clear sound quality
This is just as important as the video quality. Background noise should be kept to a
minimum.
3. Ensure that the space you are in has good lighting
The main light source should be behind the camera. Facing a window is good for
natural light, otherwise try to set some lighting behind the camera (not overhead).
If recording outside, the morning or early evening tends to be best for lighting again, with the light behind the camera.
4. Be aware of your surroundings
People will notice what is around you so try to make sure the background is
nothing too distracting.
5. Make sure your camera is steady
If possible, put your camera on a tripod or set it on a solid surface - this will help to
avoid shaky footage.
6. Think of the camera you use
If using a mobile phone, the rear camera is generally better quality.

Sharing the video(s)
If video clips are small enough (under around 15MB) they can be emailed,
otherwise please share using a cloud storage system such as Dropbox, OneDrive
or a Google Drive. Avoid using WhatsApp etc. as clips will be compressed and
lose quality.

